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Abstract

The need to satisfy Taylor’s constraint is probably the single most important constraint on the dynamics of planetary
magnetic fields. We point out that the adjustment to Taylor’s constraint is considerably more difficult in the Galilean moons
of Jupiter than in the Earth, e.g., simply due to the presence of the ambient Jovian field. In particular, if the ambient field is
of sufficient strength, weak field solutions are disallowed. The ‘default option’ of falling back to an Ekman state, if Taylor’s
constraint cannot be satisfied in any other way, is therefore no longer available. The magnetic field must therefore be in a
Taylor state, a model-Z state, or something else entirely, but it cannot be in an Ekman state. In this work, we present a
simple model of magnetoconvection specifically designed to explore this adjustment to Taylor’s constraint in the limit of
vanishing viscosity, in the presence of an ambient field. We find that for a weak imposed thermal wind, the system
approaches a Taylor state as the strength of the ambient field is increased. Strong thermal wind solutions behave in a very
different manner. Initially, as the ambient field strength is increased, the system exhibits many features, indicating that a
Taylor state is being approached. However, it never reaches a Taylor state, evolving instead to a model-Z state as the
ambient field strength is increased yet further. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Galileo mission to Jupiter has revealed some
interesting results, none more than the discovery that
some of the Jovian moons possess magnetic fields of
their own. Prior to this mission, the only two terres-
trial objects known to have magnetic fields were the
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Earth and Mercury, although both Mars and the
moon are thought to have had active dynamos in the

Ž .past Russell, 1993 . The new data have revealed
that of the four Galilean moons, Io, Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto, only Callisto does not have

Žits own magnetic field Kivelson et al., 1996a,b;
.Khurana et al., 1997 , although there is very little

evidence that Europa houses its own intrinsic field
Ž .Khurana et al., 1998 . It is therefore of some inter-
est to consider not just the origin of these fields, but
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also their subsequent equilibration in the background
Jovian field.

Direct numerical simulations of dynamo action in
the presence of an ambient field have been per-

Ž .formed by Sarson et al. 1997 , who considered Io
and Ganymede in particular. They found that for the
case of Ganymede, the ambient field is of secondary
importance, in that Ganymede’s own field does not

Ždecay if the ambient field is removed although its
.structure is altered somewhat . For the case of Io,

however, they found that its field decayed if the
ambient field was removed, i.e., Io does not seem to
be acting as a genuine dynamo, but is instead merely
amplifying the pre-existing field. Their model, though

Žsimple in some ways only dipole-type solutions of
.2.5 dimensions were considered; Jones et al., 1995 ,

clearly shows that the ambient field can play a
crucial role in maintaining the intrinsic field of the
Galilean moons.

However, one very serious limitation, not just in
Ž .the model of Sarson et al. 1997 but in all numerical

simulations of self-consistent planetary dynamos car-
Žried out to date Glatzmaier and Roberts, 1997;

.Kuang and Bloxham, 1997 , is that numerical diffi-
culties prevent physically realistic values of the Ek-

Ž .man number being reached see Walker et al., 1998 .
wThe Ekman number E, measuring the ratio of vis-
cous to Coriolis forces, is defined as Esnr2V R2,
where n is viscosity, V rotation rate and R core

xradius. In the cores of the Galilean moons, the
precise values of the viscosity n are obviously not
available. However, assuming a viscosity compara-

Žble with that assumed for the Earth’s core ns3=
y6 2 y1.10 m s , and using the rotation rate and esti-

Ž y5mated core radius of either Io Vs4.11=10
y1 . Ž y5s , Rs950 km , or Ganymede Vs1.01=10
y1 . y13s , Rs660 km , E can be no larger than 10 .

wNote: if turbulent viscosities are assumed, this can
Ž y9 . xbe increased to O 10 . In the numerical simula-

tions mentioned above, the Ekman number cannot be
reduced much beyond 10y4 , at least not without
resorting to hyperviscosities, the use of which pre-

Žsents serious problems of its own Zhang and Jones,
.1997 . Thus, it is not clear how relevant the numeri-

Ž y4 .cal simulations at EGO 10 are to the physically
Ž y13. Ž y9 .realistic systems of EFO 10 , or EFO 10

if turbulent viscosities are assumed. This is particu-
larly true in light of the fact that there is a well-known

constraint, Taylor’s constraint, which must be satis-
fied in the limit E™0.

This gives the physical motivation for the mathe-
matical problem investigated in this paper: we con-
sider the simplified problem of the evolution of an
axisymmetric magnetic field in the presence of an
imposed ambient field. Although the model de-
scribed below is only broadly applicable to Jupiter’s
moons, it remains of theoretical interest as the fully
three-dimensional problem is computationally in-
tractable using present-day technology. From a theo-
retical viewpoint, this problem is very appealing
since the presence of the ambient field allows the

Ž .anti-dynamo theorem of Cowling 1934 to be cir-
cumvented; i.e., a purely axisymmetric field can be

Ž .maintained by in the model described below ax-
isymmetric motions, simply because the imposed
ambient field provides a continuous source of
poloidal field which is required to complete the
dynamo cycle. Also, the ambient field implies that
the somewhat ambiguous a-effect, which has to be
applied in an ad-hoc manner in mean-field dynamo

Žmodels, can be omitted from this model. See Holler-
bach, 1996 for a review of mean-field dynamo the-

.ory. The absence of any source of poloidal field
other than the imposed field does mean, however,
that in this model, a poloidal field of significantly
stronger field strength than that of the imposed field
can never be obtained, whereas in some of the Jovian
moons, the internal fields are stronger than the exter-
nal field.

In the dimensionless momentum equation in a
rapidly rotating planetary core, both the Rossby

Ž 2number Roshr2V R , measuring the ratio of iner-
tial to Coriolis forces, where hs1 m2 sy1 is mag-

.netic diffusivity , and Ekman number E are ex-
tremely small, so small that it is tempting to neglect
inertia and viscosity entirely. However, in this so-

Žcalled magnetostrophic approximation Ro'0, E'
.0 , the momentum equation, in general, has no solu-

tion at all. It will only have a solution if the con-
Ž .straint of Taylor 1963 is satisfied, stating that the

Lorentz torque integrated over geostrophic contours
Žvanishes the geostrophic contours being concentric

.cylindrical shells parallel to the axis of rotation .
Furthermore, even if this constraint is satisfied, so
that the momentum equation has a solution, that
solution is only determined within an arbitrary
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ˆŽ .geostrophic flow U s f, consisting of geostrophicg

cylinders rotating as if they were solid shells.
One way of relaxing this constraint is to reintro-

duce viscosity, but only in the Ekman boundary
layers. This also has the advantage of yielding an
explicit expression for the geostrophic flow:

1r421ysŽ .
y1r2 ˆU s sE ==B =B PfdS,Ž . Ž .Hg '2 2 p s

1.1Ž .

where the integration is performed over the
geostrophic cylinders, and s is the perpendicular
distance from the rotation axis. See, e.g., Fearn
Ž . Ž .1994 or Hollerbach 1996 for the details of this

Ž .derivation. Note that Eq. 1.1 is only valid for a full
sphere; for simplicity, we do not include a solid
inner core, thus avoiding possible complications as-

Žsociated with the inner core tangent cylinder Hol-
.lerbach and Proctor, 1993 .

Ž . Ž . Ž .If I s were O 1 , where I s is defined as:

ˆI s ' ==B =B PfdS, 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H

Ž y1r2 .the geostrophic flow would diverge as O E ;
which turns out to be energetically unsustainable
Žsee, e.g., Barenghi and Jones, 1991; Hollerbach and

.Ierley, 1991; Hollerbach, 1996 . Thus, we obtain the
viscous version of Taylor’s constraint, stating that

Ž .the integrated Lorentz torque I s does not have to
vanish identically, but it does have to tend to zero as
E tends to zero. The only remaining question then is
how this adjustment comes about.

Ž 1r2 .The simplest way of satisfying IsO E , and
thereby yielding a non-divergent geostrophic flow,

Ž 1r4.would be to have the field scale as O E —the
so-called Ekman state. While this option has the
advantage that no adjustment is required in the struc-
ture of the field, it has the disadvantage that the field
is very weak. For example, in Io, if the field were in
an Ekman state, with Es10y13, the dimensionless

Ž y4 .field strength can at most be O 10 ; scaled to its
dimensional value, this gives a field of strength
Ž y 7 . wO 10 T . The field scale is given by

Ž .1r22Vm rh . V and h are given above, m is the0 0

Žpermeability of free space and r the density 5150
y3 . xkg m for both Io and Ganymede .

Ž .Alternatively, it is possible have an O 1 field,
Ž 1r2 .and still satisfy IsO E , provided that sufficient

Ž Ž ..internal cancellation occurs in the integral Eq. 1.2 .
This is known as a Taylor state. While this option
has the advantage of yielding a strong field, it has
the disadvantage that a very special adjustment in the
structure of the field is required to give such an exact
cancellation. In a physical system, a Taylor state
may naturally, and possibly quite easily, occur but it
has been shown that Taylor states are notoriously
difficult to achieve in any planetary dynamo model.
One reason for this difficulty is simply that the
natural coordinate system for the evaluation of Eq.
Ž .1.1 is cylindrical, whereas the natural coordinates
for the dynamo problem are spherical. This, together

Ž .with the fact that the effect of Eq. 1.1 on the
energy balance is a negative semi-definite function
Ž .i.e., it is a sink of energy , and that it must remain
so throughout any simulation, has previously caused
much computational difficulty due to numerical in-
stabilities. However, following Walker and Barenghi
Ž . Ž .1998 , we are able to evaluate Eq. 1.1 both effi-
ciently and to a high degree of accuracy and thus
examine the possible transition to a Taylor state—a
regime which is of interest as it implies a strong field
solution.

One final state that the system could evolve to is
Ž 1r2 .that I could tend to zero more slowly than O E ,

which will course yield a divergent geostrophic flow.
Energetically, this is still allowed, provided it does

Ž y1r2 .not diverge as strongly as O E , and provided
also that the magnetic coupling between the
geostrophic cylinders is sufficiently weak. The way
to ensure the magnetic coupling is sufficiently weak

Ž .is to have a field where B and B are O 1 , but Bf z s
Žis small B , B , B are the field components ins f z

.cylindrical geometry . This scenario, first suggested
Ž .by Braginsky 1975 , is referred to as model-Z,

because the B , B parts of the field are thus alignedz s
Žwith the z-axis. See also Braginsky, 1994 for a
.review of model-Z. Although originally proposed as

a model for the geodynamo, it is now widely be-
lieved that the Earth’s field is probably not in a
model-Z state: the self-consistent simulations
ŽGlatzmaier and Roberts, 1997; Kuang and Bloxham,

.1997 certainly show no particular tendency for the
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field to align with the z-axis. However, in this work,
we will show that model-Z may be relevant to the
evolution of a magnetic field in the presence of an
ambient field.

To summarise, there are three different states—the
Ekman, Taylor, and model-Z states—that the system
could adopt. Two of these, the Taylor and model-Z

Ž .states, are associated with O 1 field strengths, and
are therefore particularly desirable. However, be-
cause both of them require particular adjustments in
the structure of the field, they may not always be
achievable. The traditional view of planetary dy-
namos has then been that if either of these states is

Žachievable, the system will adopt that state with the
Taylor state probably taking precedence over the

. Žmodel-Z state if both are achievable , but if perhaps
.only temporarily neither is achievable, the system

will simply fall back to the Ekman state. For exam-
Ž .ple, both Hollerbach et al. 1992 and Hollerbach

Ž .and Jones 1995 obtained solutions in which the
field strength temporarily dropped quite substan-
tially, possibly indicating such a collapse back to the
Ekman state. However, once the imposed ambient

Ž 1r4.field strength is greater than O E , the Ekman
state is not accessible, even just temporarily. The
solution must therefore be in a Taylor state, or a

Žmodel-Z state, or something else entirely such as a
semi-Taylor state perhaps in which the field scales as
Ž 1r8. .O E ; Hollerbach, 1997 , but it does not have the

option of falling back to the Ekman state if it cannot
satisfy Taylor’s constraint in any other way. The
purpose of this work is thus to explore the adjust-
ment to Taylor’s constraint in the presence of an
ambient field when the ‘default option’ of the Ekman
state is not available.

A brief outline of the paper is the following. A
mathematical description of the model is given in
Section 2, while Section 3 is reserved for results.
Finally, in Section 4, we summarise our findings and
discuss some possible implications for the Galilean
moons of Jupiter.

2. The model

In order to facilitate an exploration of the very
small E limit, we consider a model far simpler even

Ž .than that of Sarson et al. 1997 , let alone the fully

three-dimensional simulations of Glatzmaier and
Ž . Ž .Roberts 1997 or Kuang and Bloxham 1997 . In

particular, we consider a purely axisymmetric model,
and do not solve for the details of the convection at
all, but simply prescribe the mean buoyancy force.
The equations we solve are given by:

z=Usy=PqE=
2 Uq ==B =BqQ r ,Ž .ˆ ˆ

2.1Ž .

EB
2s== U=B q= B, 2.2Ž . Ž .

Et

=PUs0, =PBs0, 2.3Ž .
where B is the total magnetic field, including the
externally imposed part, U is the fluid flow, and Q

is the kinematically prescribed buoyancy force. We
also expand U and B as:

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆUsUfq== cf , BsBfq== Af ,Ž . Ž .
2.4Ž .

Ž .thereby automatically satisfying Eq. 2.3 .
With these expansions in place, the momentum

Ž Ž ..Eq. 2.1 becomes:

Ec
2qED UsyN B , A , 2.5aŽ . Ž .

Ez

EU EQ
4 2yED csM B , B qM D A , A q ,Ž . Ž .

Ez Eu

2.5bŽ .

where:

22 2D '= y1r r sin u , 2.6aŽ . Ž .

ˆ ˆ ˆM f , g '== ff= ==gf Pf , 2.6bŽ . Ž .Ž .
ˆ ˆ ˆN f , g ' == ff = ==gf Pf . 2.6cŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .

At any finite value of E, these equations can be
solved directly, which is essentially what the more
complicated models referred to above do. However,
computationally, the Ekman number cannot be re-
duced much beyond 10y4 , because the various
boundary and internal layers which must be resolved
become too thin. In order to explore the adjustment
to Taylor’s constraint, E must be reduced well be-
yond 10y4 , and so a different approach is required.
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Ž . Ž .Rather than solve Eqs. 2.5a and 2.5b directly, it is
solved asymptotically, including the viscous terms
only in the Ekman boundary layers and, using the
known structure of these layers, this results in the
following equations for the axisymmetric flow:

z
X

csy N B , A d z , 2.7Ž . Ž .H
0

UsU qU qU s , 2.8Ž . Ž .m t g

where:
zT X2U sy M B , B qM D A , A d z 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hm

z

is the magnetic wind,
z EQT XU sy d z 2.10Ž .Ht

Euz

Ž .is the thermal wind, and U s is the geostrophicg
Ž .flow given by Eq. 1.1 , which, for purely axisym-

metric fields, can also be written as:
1r421ys dŽ .

y1r2U s syEŽ .g 2' d s2 s

=
qz E AT2s B d z , 2.11Ž .H

EzyzT

Ž .where s,f, z are cylindrical coordinates and z 'T
Ž 2 .1r21ys .

Ž .Once again, readers are referred to Fearn 1994
Ž .or Hollerbach 1996 for more details. The great

advantage of this method is that, because the Ekman
layers need no longer be explicitly resolved, there is
no need to increase the resolution as E decreases,
allowing far smaller values of E to be reached.

Ž . Ž .Using Eq. 2.4 , the induction of Eq. 2.2 be-
comes:

E A
2sD AqN c , A , 2.12aŽ . Ž .

Et
EB

2sD BqM U, A yM B ,c . 2.12bŽ . Ž . Ž .
Et

The poloidal and toroidal field components A and
B are further expanded in Legendre functions as:

N
1As a r P cos u ,Ž . Ž .Ý n 2 ny1

ns1

N
1Bs b r P cos u , 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n 2 n

ns1

and, incidentally, here we have restricted attention to
Ž .only dipole-type solutions having A and U sym-

Ž .metric and B and c antisymmetric about the equa-
tor.

Ž Ž ..The expansion Eq. 2.13 is particularly conve-
nient for matching A to an external potential, which
is also how the externally imposed field is intro-
duced. If there is no external field, the boundary

Ž .conditions on the a r would simply be:n

da r 2nŽ .n
q a r s0, at rs1. 2.14Ž . Ž .nd r r

To include the externally imposed field, simply
Ž .change Eq. 2.14 for a and a to:1 2

da r 2 3Ž .1
q a r sy B , at rs1, 2.15aŽ . Ž .1 pd r r 2

da r 4 14Ž .2
q a r s CB , at rs1, 2.15bŽ . Ž .2 pd r r 45

which then matches the imposed field:

1 2
U 1 3 1A sB y rP q Cr P . 2.16Ž .p 1 3ž /2 45

Ž .See also Sarson et al. 1999 , who similarly im-
pose an ambient field via inhomogeneous boundary
conditions on A. Except for the inhomogeneous

Ž Ž . Ž ..boundary conditions Eqs. 2.15a and 2.15b , the
rest of the numerical procedure is exactly as de-

Ž . Ž .scribed by Walker and Barenghi 1998 : Eqs. 2.12a
Ž .and 2.12b is time-stepped until the equilibrium

Žsolutions are reached which turn out to be steady for
.all runs presented here , and at each time-step, c

Ž .and U are evaluated directly according to Eqs. 2.7 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.8 , 2.9 , 2.10 and 2.11 .

Ž Ž ..The particular choice Eq. 2.16 of the exter-
nally imposed field requires some explanation at this

Žpoint. If we had taken, following Sarson et al. 1997,
.1999 , simply:

1 1 1
U 1A sB y rP sB r sin u sB s ,p 1 p pž / ž / ž /2 2 2

2.17Ž .
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Fig. 1. The logarithm of the Taylorisation plotted as a function of
Ž .B . v s20, Cs1r15, and v is given by Eq. 2.18a .p 0

Ž .according to Eq. 2.4 , this would yield a purely
Ž .axial field BsB z. Eq. 2.11 then implies a field inˆp

Ž .the form of Eq. 2.17 , satisfying E ArEz'0, is
degenerate and satisfies Taylor’s constraint exactly.
However, the result that a z-independent poloidal
field automatically satisfies Taylor’s constraint only
applies if it is axisymmetric and insulating boundary
conditions are employed. For a fully three-dimen-
sional field, and including a conducting solid inner
core andror a weakly conducting mantle, even a
z-independent poloidal field will not satisfy Taylor’s

Ž .constraint automatically Fearn and Proctor, 1992 .
In the model presented here, this degeneracy occurs
only because we work with such an idealised system.
However, within the confines of this model, we
clearly have to do something about this degeneracy.
The simplest thing to do is to include a little curva-
ture to the externally imposed field, so that it is still
basically aligned with the z-axis, but not perfectly.
Including this curvature in the imposed field is thus
the reason for including the next higher harmonic P1

3
Ž . Ž .in Eq. 2.16 , with this small parameter C measur-

ing the amount of curvature.
Ž .Finally, we note that according to Eq. 2.10 ,

prescribing a buoyancy force Q is equivalent to

prescribing a thermal wind U . Following Robertst
Ž .1972 , we will consider the two choices:

vsv r , 2.18aŽ .0

3 22'vsyv 3 1yr , 2.18bŽ . Ž .0 8

where vsUrs is the angular velocity.t

To summarise the model: given the imposed
Ž Ž .. Žpoloidal field Eq. 2.16 , the thermal wind Eqs.

Ž . Ž ..2.18a and 2.18b will act on it to induce a
Ž . Ž .toroidal field via the term M U, A in Eq. 2.12b —

the well-known v-effect. For both choices of ther-
Ž Ž . Ž ..mal wind Eqs. 2.18a and 2.18b , the initial

toroidal field B turns out to be of one sign through-
out the entire upper hemisphere. Since the initial
E ArEz is also of one sign throughout the entire
upper hemisphere, there will be no cancellation in

Ž Ž ..the Taylor integral Eq. 2.11 . As long as B Fp
Ž 1r4.O E , this causes no problems, and A and B

should remain essentially unchanged. However, as
Ž 1r4.soon as B GO E , the lack of cancellation willp

start to induce a very large geostrophic flow, which
will act back on B, presumably distorting it in such a
way that Taylor’s constraint is then beginning to be

wsatisfied. At the same time, of course, the merid-
Ž Ž ..ional circulation Eq. 2.7 is acting on both A and

B, so A will also be distorted. However, because the
dominant nonlinearity is the geostrophic flow, and
because this acts only on B, we expect at least the
initial adjustment to Taylor’s constraint to come

xabout by a distortion of B. What we are thus
interested in exploring is how the final equilibrated
solutions behave as we gradually increase B beyondp
Ž 1r4.O E , keeping all other parameters fixed.
The diagnostic quantity we compute to see how

the solutions are behaving is the so-called Taylorisa-
tion parameter:

z zE A E A1 1T T

TTs B d z d s B d zd s.H H H H
Ez Ez0 z 0 zB B

2.19Ž .
TT is thus a measure of the internal cancellation in
Ž .Eq. 2.11 . From the point noted above, that for

Fig. 2. Contour plots of the dimensionless equilibrated field. Parameters as Fig. 1 with B s1. Left-hand side illustrates Arsinu , right-handp
Ž . y6 Ž . Ž . y8 Ž . Ž . y1 0side B. a Es10 , Arsinu s0.5, B s0.06; b Es10 , Arsinu s0.5, B s0.035, B sy0.015; c Es10 ,max max max max min

Ž .Arsinu s0.5, B s0.035, B sy0.015.max max min
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infinitesimal B , B and E ArEz each has the samep

sign throughout the entire hemisphere, we conclude
that initially TT will be 1. But again, we know that as

Ž 1r4.soon as B exceeds O E , some sort of adjust-p

ment must occur. If the system evolves toward a
Ž 1r2 .Taylor state, TT should eventually scale as O E ,

whereas if it evolves toward a model-Z state, TT
Ž 1r2 .should scale somewhere in between 1 and O E .

By repeating the process of gradually increasing Bp

for a range of Ekman numbers, and observing how
the Taylorisation behaves, we should be able to
obtain some indication as to what state the system is

Žtending to. Of course, a direct observation of the
solution will also prove invaluable. For example, the
fact that, as E tends to zero the geostrophic flow is
non-divergent in a Taylor state, but divergent in a
model-Z state, will also help distinguish between the

.two.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Weak thermal wind solutions

We consider the cases v s10, 20, 30 with0
Ž .Cs1r15 and v given by Eq. 2.18a . A similar

qualitative picture emerges for all three cases, so to
save space, we illustrate only one, namely v s20.0

In Fig. 1, we plot the logarithm of the Taylorisation,
TT, against the logarithm of the imposed field
strength, B , for Ekman numbers ranging from 10y6

p
y10 Ž .to 10 . We find that log TT does indeed become

Ž 1r4.non-zero when B sO E , with the precise valuep

being independent of v , incidentally.0

Fig. 1 clearly shows that cancellation in the inte-
grated Lorentz torque occurs to a greater extent, at
given B , as the Ekman number is reduced. Morep

importantly though, even in this model where the
field lines are greatly restricted by the imposed field,
the system is tending towards a Taylor state. In a

Ž .Taylor state, log TT should be reduced by 0.5 every
time E is reduced by a factor of 10, which is clearly
not the case yet for EG10y7, but tending to that for

EF10y8. We note, however, that this system finds
Žit harder to evolve to a Taylor state i.e., we require

.a smaller E than the mean-field dynamo models of
Ž .Hollerbach and Ierley 1991 or Walker and Barenghi

Ž . y61998 , which typically required only EF10 to
Ž 1r2 .achieve an O E scaling in TT, whereas we re-

quire EF10y8. This is presumably because in this
model, the field has to adjust almost exclusively by

Ž .distorting B as noted above , whereas in the mean-
field dynamo models, it can adjust by distorting both
A and B simultaneously.

To examine the approach to a Taylor state as the
Ekman number is reduced, we illustrate the equili-

wbrated solutions in Figs. 2 and 3. Note: in all
Ž .contour plots, solid dashed lines indicate positive

Ž .negative regions. Unless equal to zero, the maxi-
mum and minimum values of the quantity plotted are

xgiven in the figure captions. Comparing plots of the
Ž .poloidal field Fig. 2 , we see that there is no

observable difference in Arsinu as we reduce the
Ekman number from Es10y6 down to Es10y10;
in all cases, the final equilibrated field is dominated
by the imposed field. Since A is essentially fixed by
the imposed field, this only leaves B as a free
parameter if a Taylor state is to be reached. Examin-

Ž .ing plots of the toroidal field still Fig. 2 , we see
that for Es10y8 , 10y10, the solution consists of

Žtwo regions; a positive region at lower latitude solid
.contours and a negative region at higher latitude

Ž .dashed contours . This is in contrast to the solution
at Es10y6 where the solution consists of a single
large positive region. The crucial point we wish to
stress here is that, since E ArEz is of the same sign
throughout the hemisphere for all E considered, the
regions of positive and negative B appearing in the
lower E solutions are essential for the internal can-
cellation in the integrated Lorentz torque, which is
required if a Taylor state is to be reached. Finally, in
Fig. 3, we illustrate the corresponding solutions for
the magnetically driven part of the flow; the angular

Ž .velocity Urrsinu where UsU qU and them g
wmeridional circulation c rsinu . We are not includ-

ing the prescribed thermal wind U here to focust

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. The dimensionless flow corresponding to Fig. 2. Left-hand side illustrates Urrsinu UsU qU , right-hand side c rsinu . am g
y6 Ž . Ž . Ž . y8 Ž . Ž . Ž .Es10 , Urrsinu s95, c rsinu sy0.028; b Es10 , Urrsinu s100, c rsinu s0.004, c rsinu smax min max max min

Ž . y1 0 Ž . Ž . Ž .y0.016; c Es10 , Urrsinu s100, c rsinu s0.006, c rsinu sy0.014.max max min
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exclusively on the subsequent adjustment; however,
ŽFig. 3 indicates that the magnitudes of U qm

. xU rrsinu and Urrsinu are comparable. The mor-g t

phology of the angular velocity is essentially un-
changed for all E illustrated; more importantly
though, its magnitude is unchanged as the Ekman
number is reduced from Es10y8 down to Es
10y10, indicating that the solution is indeed in a
Taylor state.

3.2. Strong thermal wind solutions

The effect of increasing the strength of v is now0
Ž .investigated: with v given by Eq. 2.18a , Cs1r15,

we consider the cases v s100, 200, 400. In all0

three cases, results are qualitatively similar so again,
to save space, we only give one example, namely
v s400, although we make reference to the cases0

v s100, 200. In Fig. 4, we again plot the logarithm0

of the Taylorisation, TT, against the logarithm of the
imposed field strength, B , for Ekman numbers rang-p

y6 y9 Ž .ing from 10 to 10 . We find that log TT again
Ž 1r4.becomes non-zero when B sO E , with thep

precise value still being independent of v .0

For all E considered, as we increase B beyondp
Ž 1r4.O E , cancellation begins to occur in the inte-

Ž .grated Lorentz torque and log TT decreases. How-
ever, unlike the weak thermal wind solutions, there
is no evidence of a Taylor state being approached
Ži.e., the difference between successive curves is not

Fig. 4. As Fig. 1 with v s400.0

. Ž .tending to 0.5 . For a given E, log TT becomes
more and more negative, reaching a minimum value
at B sBmin, and then begins to increase, eventuallyp p

tending towards a constant value as B is increasedp

further yet. As already stated, this feature occurs for
all three values of v , although it is only for v )0 0

200 that Bmin is exactly independent of E. Top

understand what happens as B is increased, it isp

informative to examine contour plots of the solution
at large B )Bmin, small B -Bmin, and at B sp p p p p

Bmin.p

At large B , TT tends to a constant value, for eachp

E considered, but with the difference between suc-
cessive curves considerably less than 0.5. Contour
plots of the solution reveals some interesting features
Ž .Figs. 5 and 6 . The field morphology of A differs
significantly from AU ; more importantly though, as
E is reduced, the field lines of A align themselves

Ž .more and more with the z-axis Fig. 5 . This strongly
suggests that the system has evolved to a model-Z

Ž .state Braginsky, 1994 . Further evidence pointing to
the model-Z nature of the solution can be found by

Ž .examining the angular velocity Fig. 6 . Urrsinu is
always dominated by its geostrophic part; more im-
portantly though, it is of large magnitude, and in-
creases with decreasing E. Examining the maximum

< <amplitude of the azimuthal flow: U s245, 385,
630, 1050 for Es10y6 , 10y7, 10y8 , 10y9, respec-
tively, implying that U is diverging as approxi-g

mately Ey0.22, suggesting a possible asymptotic de-
pendence of Ey1r4. However, solutions at even
smaller E, which are beyond the scope of our numer-
ical model, are required to confirm this scaling.
Finally, plots of B and c rsinu indicate that both
have large gradients close to the outer boundary,
both characteristic of model-Z. With reference to
c rsinu , this indicates that there is a strong flow at
the boundary layer—another clear indication that the
system is indeed in a model-Z state.

Ž 1r4.For weak B , just beyond O E , the solutionp

departs from an Ekman state, as it must. The Tay-
Žlorisation is then reduced as B is increased forp

min.B -B . This indicates that internal cancellationp p

in the integrated Lorentz torque occurs more and
more. After Bmin, TT begins to increase with increas-p

ing B . What happens is that the evolution towards ap

Taylor state competes with the evolution towards a
model-Z state. For small B -Bmin characteristicsp p
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Ž . y6 Ž . Ž . y9 Ž .Fig. 5. As Fig. 2 with v s400. a Es10 , Arsinu s0.45, B s0.825; b Es10 , Arsinu s0.495, B s0.66.0 max max max max

indicating an evolution towards a Taylor state domi-
Ž .nate although a Taylor state is never reached , while

for B )Bmin, model-Z begins to dominate.p p
Ž min.In Fig. 7, the magnetic field at B s0.24 -Bp p

Ž min.and B s0.30 sB is plotted, while in Fig. 8,p p
min Žwe plot the corresponding flow. For B -B Fig.p p

.7a, Fig. 8a , where the preferred evolution is towards
a Taylor state, B consists of a single large positive
region and, crucially, in this case, A has been signif-
icantly modified from AU in such a way that E ArEz
is no longer of the same sign throughout. This allows
for cancellation in the integrated Lorentz torque and
therefore TT-1. This is in contrast to the weak

thermal wind solution where A is always dominated
by AU and there it is the morphology of B which

Žallows for Taylor states to be approached see Fig.
. Ž .2 . The structure of the flow Fig. 8a is similar to

Ž .the weak thermal wind solution Fig. 3b , although
its magnitude is now a factor of 10 or greater.
Although the system is clearly not in a Taylor state
at this stage, it does exhibit many features to suggest
that it is evolving towards a Taylor state in the sense
that, if the same features were to prevail as B isp

Ž .increased yet further which obviously they do not ,
then a Taylor state would be reached. In conclusion,
we merely state that the features appearing in the
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Ž . y6 Ž . Ž . Ž . y9 Ž .Fig. 6. As Fig. 3 with v s400. a Es10 , Urrsinu sy2200, c rsinu sy0.45; b Es10 , Urrsinu sy9000,0 min min min
Ž .c rsinu sy0.35.min

solution here are indicative of the evolution towards
a Taylor state. Contour plots of the solution at

Ž .B s0.60 omitted here to save space indicate thatp

model-Z dominates; the solution resembles that illus-
trated in Fig. 5b, Fig. 6b: the lines of constant
poloidal field have straightened and become more
z-independent, while the angular velocity is of large
magnitude, and a large gradient is observed in
c rsinu close to rs1. At B s0.30sBmin, bothp p

the evolution towards model-Z and Taylor states are
Ž .of equal importance Fig. 7b, Fig. 8b . This can be

seen by examining the angular velocity. Neither a
ŽTaylor type flow Fig. 3, which is predominantly

geostrophic with a large positive region close to the
. Žrotation axis nor a model-Z type flow Fig. 6, which

is again predominantly geostrophic, but flowing in
.the opposite direction dominate. Instead, the net

effect is that the geostrophic flows of Taylor and
model-Z type cancel each other out and an underly-
ing ageostrophic flow emerges, which is approxi-

Žmately 15 times weaker than either the Taylor B sp
. Ž .0.24 or model-Z B s0.60 type flow.p

Finally, for the other E illustrated in Fig. 4 and
cases with v s100, 200, the same qualitative pic-0

ture emerges; the evolution towards a Taylor state
competes against model-Z, with Taylor-type features
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y8 Ž .Fig. 7. Contour plots of the dimensionless equilibrated field with v s400, Cs1r15, Es10 , v given by Eq. 2.18a . Left-hand side0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž min . Ž .illustrates Arsinu , right-hand side B. a B s0.24, Arsinu s0.11, B s0.935; b B s0.30 sB , Arsinu s0.165,p max max p p max

B s1.65.max

preferred at small B and model-Z type featuresp
Žpreferred at large B . This is reminiscent, inciden-p

tally, of the result obtained by Roberts, 1989; Bra-
ginsky and Roberts, 1994 that their model also
seemed to evolve from a Taylor state towards a

.model-Z state as their forcing was increased. One
final result is that for v G200, the position of Bmin

0 p

is independent of E but directly proportional to
vy1r2. This result can be understood by noting that0

Ž Ž ..for v 41, the magnetic wind Eq. 2.9 is domi-0
Ž .nated by the M B, B term, since A scales as Bp

whereas B scales as v B . Thus, neglecting the0 p

Ž 2 .M D A, A term and following this scaling consis-
tently throughout the steady-state equations, it turns
out that v only enters through the combination0

v B2. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to expect0 p

some critical value of B to scale as vy1r2.p 0

3.3. The dependence on v and C

We consider the dependence of the solution on
the form of v and AU. With v given by Eq.
Ž .2.18b , we repeat the computations described in
Figs. 1 and 4. We find that exactly the same qualita-
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. The dimensionless flow corresponding to Fig. 7. Left-hand side illustrates Urrsinu UsU qU , right-hand side c rsinu . am g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž min . Ž . Ž .B s0.24, Urrsinu s1500, c rsinu sy0.12; b B s0.30 sB , Urrsinu s105, c rsinu sy0.225.p max min p p max min

tive behaviour occurs in both cases: for v s20, the0

system tends towards a Taylor state as B ™1 whilep

for v s400, the approach towards a Taylor state0

competes with that of model-Z, with model-Z domi-
nating at large B . Thus, we conclude that the func-p

tional form of v is of secondary importance; the
strength of v, namely v , is the key parameter0

which governs the evolution of the system.
Finally, once again, we repeat the simulations

described in Figs. 1 and 4, but now return to the
Ž Ž .original choice of v Eq. 2.18a and investigate the

dependence of the solution on AU. Here, we set
Cs2r15, i.e., we double the amount of curvature in

the imposed field. The picture that emerges is the
same as that illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4. We con-
clude that the functional form of AU is of secondary
importance, it is the strength of AU , namely B ,p

which is the important parameter in determining the
state of the final equilibrated solution.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we have pointed out that the adjust-
ment to Taylor’s constraint is considerably more
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difficult in the presence of an ambient field, because
once the ambient field is of strength greater than
E1r4, Ekman states are disallowed, and also because
the field simply has less freedom to adjust. For weak
thermal winds, we found that our particular model
nevertheless manages to achieve a Taylor state. In
contrast, for strong thermal winds, our model does
not manage to achieve a Taylor state, but ultimately

Žends up in a model-Z state instead although it has
been suggested that for sufficiently small E, a
model-Z state eventually becomes a Taylor state as

.well; Jault, 1995 .
Returning to our original motivation—the mag-

netic fields of some of the Galilean moons of Jupiter
—we can only broadly relate the numerical results
described in this paper with the actual magnetic

Ž .fields of the moons because i there is insufficient
data to estimate accurately the dimensionless param-
eters appearing in the problem, e.g., the Ekman
number E, or the strength of the thermal wind v ,0

Ž .and ii the model presented here is, obviously, an
idealisation of the physical system. However, bear-
ing this in mind, we speculate the following. Whether
the Galilean moons are more likely to be in a
model-Z or a Taylor state remains an open question,
since the strength of the thermal wind is unknown.
Also, even with the simplistic approach taken in this
paper, we are still unable to reach the asymptotic

Ž y13.limit relevant to the Galilean moons EF10 .
Nevertheless, assuming we are in a strong thermal

Žwind regime which is probably the more likely
. minscenario , and noting that B is proportional top

y1r2 Ž minv B is the value of B at which model-Z0 p p
.begins to dominate, see Section 3 , it would suggest

that Bmin occurs for a very weak imposed field. Thisp

in turn would suggest that model-Z may be preferred
within the moons; however, we stress this point no
further.

In conclusion, although this model is only appli-
cable to the Jovian moons in a broad sense, even
more caution should be taken here, than that already
assumed for the Earth, in extrapolating from simula-

Ž y4 .tions at EGO 10 to the systems of real interest.
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